
Who We Worked With

A leading global manufacturer of aircraft engines

WhAt the CoMPANY FACed

 ● Manual travel-and-expense (T&E) audit reviews led to increased fraud 
and high T&E spend

 ● Poor fraud detection capabilities and increased risk of regulatory non-
compliance

 ● No standard reporting and limited visibility

hoW We heLPed

 ● Reviewed and improved T&E policies and processes

 ● Designed an analytics-driven and automated audit program to cover 
100% of T&E spend, enhance compliance, and cut wasteful spending

WhAt the CoMPANY Got

 ● T&E audits became a risk-mitigation and fraud-prevention activity, not a 
policing exercise

 ● Improved employee spending behavior, reducing non-compliance by 50%

 ● Recovered funds totaling between 1–1.5% of the company’s annual 
T&E spend

CASe StUdY

Leave no room for 
fraud and compliance 
risk in T&E spend
How a leading jet-engine manufacturer 
enhanced compliance and cut excessive 
travel and expense spend
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Growing regulatory non-
compliance and T&E fraud
This global engine manufacturer was concerned. Increasing 
fraud and unusually high T&E expenses compelled the 
company to take a closer look.

There were several warning signs. Duplicate claims and 
incorrect classification were suspicious but could have been 
clerical errors. Other red flags, however, pointed to potential 
fraud or failure to follow approval procedures.

For example, missing receipts were most frequently found 
under the category of “personal expenses,” some receipts 
were submitted before the actual transaction date, and 
expenses had been claimed for events that cardholders 
hadn’t attended. Also, transactions such as gifts to clients 
often didn’t meet pre-approval requirements.

The manual approach to expense audits with limited use of 
data analytics led to poor visibility into T&E spend and non-
compliance with anti-bribery and anti-corruption legislation, 
such as the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and the UK Bribery 
Act. Fraud was going undetected. With no defined process 
for root-cause analysis, getting actionable insights to make 
process and policy changes proved challenging.

The company also lacked a standard reporting approach, so 
the leadership team couldn’t be regularly updated on non-
compliant expenses and spend leaks.

Identify high-risk transactions, 
enhance visibility, and pave the 
way for improvements
As part of its commitment to integrity, the engine 
manufacturer worked with Genpact to do a complete review 
of all existing policies and procedures to spot any cracks and 
inefficiencies.

ChALLeNGe

SoLUtioN

We analyzed 100% of payment transactions from different 
systems, including corporate cards, wire transfers, 
and petty cash. We extracted data from the company’s 
accounting systems and evaluated transactions using a 
risk-based analytics approach against the firm’s policies 
and procedures and global ABAC regulations. We also ran 
advanced data analytics using customized scripts, and 
fuzzy and phonetic logic.

When this process flagged questionable issues, such 
as improper payments, non-compliance, or incorrect 
accounting, we sent them to our risk and compliance team 
for further evaluation.

Our analytics-driven audit methodology

We ran algorithms customized to the engine manufacturer’s 
policy guidelines and identified high-risk transactions 
using criteria such as keywords, prohibited vendors, 
transactions on weekends and holidays, cash transactions, 
and duplicated amounts. We also ran searches on various 
merchant databases (such as The Office of Foreign Assets 
Control’s Specially Designated Nationals and Politically 
Exposed Persons) to identify suspicious and blacklisted 
vendors and transactions.

Our team then carried out detailed testing of the potential 
exceptions, including examining supporting documents and 
conducting interviews with relevant employees. Through 
this deep analysis of systems, policies, procedures, and 
expense histories, we found non-compliant expenses.

We presented our findings in regular meetings with the 
manufacturer’s controllership team, enabling them to work 
on improvements. The team also gained complete visibility 
into the company’s expense operations through global real-
time reporting.
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Improved T&E cost control and 
regulatory compliance
The company implemented the recommendations for each 

of its jurisdictions across the US, UK, Japan, and other parts 

of Asia to drive stronger compliance with corporate T&E 

policies. It also introduced an interactive reporting process 

iMPACt
that gives a consolidated picture of high-risk transactions for 
each business unit across the globe.

With our help, the manufacturer reduced T&E non-
compliance from 29% to 16% through improved employee 
behavior. And, the company recovered 1–1.5% of its annual 
T&E expenditure from previous payments.

The engine maker now has to worry less about controlling 
its T&E spend and facing huge penalties from flouting 
ABAC regulations.
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About Genpact

Genpact (NYSE: G) is a global professional services firm that makes business transformation real. We drive digital-led innovation and digitally-
enabled intelligent operations for our clients, guided by our experience running thousands of processes primarily for Global Fortune 500 
companies. We think with design, dream in digital, and solve problems with data and analytics. Combining our expertise in end-to-end 
operations and our AI-based platform, Genpact Cora, we focus on the details – all 87,000+ of us. From New York to New Delhi and more than 
25 countries in between, we connect every dot, reimagine every process, and reinvent companies’ ways of working. We know that reimagining 
each step from start to finish creates better business outcomes. Whatever it is, we’ll be there with you – accelerating digital transformation to 
create bold, lasting results – because transformation happens here, at Genpact.com.

For additional information visit https://www.genpact.com/risk-compliance/risk 

Get to know us at Genpact.com and on LinkedIn, Twitter, YouTube, and Facebook.
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